
Resolutie 

Spatial resolution = ruimtelijke resolutie 

„Spatial resolution in radiology refers to the ability of the imaging modality to 

differentiate two objects. Low spatial resolution techniques will be unable to 

differentiate between two objects that are relatively close together‟  

= het vermogen van het beeldvormende apparaat om twee objecten te onderscheiden. 

Lage resolutie  twee objecten dicht bij elkaar moeilijk te ondersscheiden 

Contrast resolution 

Dark vs ligth 

Temporal resolution 

How quickly an image receptor/detector can respond to a change in exposure. 

 

 

3D-vision of your own equipment, your body 

 

A:  

Which physiological(fysiologisch, het lijf) mechanisms play a role in 3D-Vision? Explain 

how this works 

4 physiological mecanisms 

1. Accommodation(1 eye) 

Lens is contracted  cornea curved more  see smaller distance 

The amount of curvature of the lens + muscle tone  indicate distance 

2. Convergence (2 eyes) 

De axes of the eyes (kijk richting, hoeken tussen die assen)  distance of object. 

3. Binoculair differentiation(2 eyes) 

Different objects project on different places on the retina  relative distance. 

More close, more outside the retina, far away, more in the middle 

4. Motion parallax(1 eye) 

Motion of the observer  distances  

More an environmental aspect 

People with one eye can: Interpret distance but is more difficult. Your brain makes up for 

closing one eye  takes time 

 

B:  

Which psychological mechanisms play a role in 3D-vision? Explain how this works. 

- The size of the perceived image 

How lager the image  object nearby. Your brain know sizes of known objects 

- Lineair perspective 

Deduction in size of a serie of comparable objects 

- Filtering by air 

More distance  contours appear blurred  more bluish (blauwachtig) 

- Overlap 



If one object is complete, and the other not, you know that something will e 

behind it  so further away 

- Shades 

Protection of light tells us whats front and back and a hole of buble 

- Gradients in texture 

Nearby has more details.  

The combination makes it a good picture :D 

What is chromostereopsys? How does it work? 

The fovea of the retina is nog alined in the optic axis of the eye. Blue and red breaks 

different  so the place an the retina is different  so you know distance of an object. 

 

PET – Tomography 

 

PET = Positron Emission Tomography 

 

A: (GOOD USEFULL SUMMARY) 

What is tomography, what is a voxel, a pixel, and a look-up table? 

Tomography; is drawing cross sections through an object  slices 

Voxel; A volume-element in within an object  

Pixel; smallest element of the area of a tomogram 

Look-up table (LUT); colour of intensity of a pixel as function of the dependent variable 

connected to the pixel. Width (x-as) vs level(Y-as) 

Present examples of various look-up tables.  

- Lut over entire range of possible data values  grey areas + low contrast. 

- Step wise LUT (2 levels)  maximal contrast + no details 

- LUT on data range of major interest  best contrast and visualisation of detail 

Explain the physical basis of positron emission. What is a positron? 

Isotope = Element with identical chemical properties; Atoommassa is the same, neurons 

differs. With time  instable atoms  fall apart in stable. When many protons are 

available  positron can be emitted. 

Positron; charged particle (+), mass equal to electron mass. Positron is emitted by a 

proton, which turns into a neutron.  

Which isotopes emit positrons? Why?  (+Half lifes) 

11C  11B +1P (19,2 sec) 

13N  13C +1P ( 10 min) 

15O  15N +1P ( 2 min) 

18F  18O +1P ( 110 min) 

What is annihilation? What is the mean free path (Dutch: dracht)? 

Mean free path (dracht); Positron travels over a certain distance through the tissue. 

During this path, its losing energy. 

Annihilation; When a positron has small enough energy  reaction wit electron  gives 

energy E=hv=MC2  gives two gammaphotons in exactly opposite direction  seen by 

PET- scanner  



 

B: 

How is a PET camera composed?  

PET-scanner is around the object and measures both free gamma photons in opposite 

direction. Multiple rings, with several sensors. 

Resolution depends on; mean free path, number and size of detectors, concentration of 

positron emitting material, half life of respective atom.  

What is the spatial resolution of PET?  

Limited to the size of the detector. Commonly a voxel is a few millimeter. With smaller 

detectors  mean free path plays a role 

What is the contrast resolution?  

Higher doses of positron emitting substances  higher contrast. Higher emitting 

substances  higher health risks 

Can contrast enhancing substances be used? 

Its not necessary, annihilation results in flashes of light, so it will already stand out. More 

emitting substances can improve the contrast. 

What is the temporal resolution? Why?  

Number of PET molecules and their half life  minutes to hours. 

Why is PET still of interest?  

Pet is still of interest, because it can show locations of specific functional pathways. 

Are there any health risks?  

With higher emitting substances  higher health risks. 

Health risks in fetuses and babies 

Pacemakers or prostheses are no problem. 

Can the technique be used in all subjects and conditions?  

Yes  living human 

Comparison of PET with other tomographic techniques 

- X-ray/rontgen. Measure absorption of X-rays  Not specific a certain process 

- MRI; measures density of hydrogen atoms  not a certain process 

- fMRI; measures differences in oxygenation of hemoglobin  not specific for certain 

processes 

- EEG measures electrical activity in surface layers of the brain  can not tell much 

of deeper structures 

- MEG measures magnetic activity  not a certain process 

- Ultrasauns measures reflection at boundaries of structures  not a specific process 

PET is most informative about locations of specific processes 

 

  



Microscopie and laser 

 

A:  

Explain the principles and transmission pathways of a normal light microscope 

Principles of a microscope: 

- Condensor: concentrate the light from light source 

- Objective: gather light passing through the specimen. ( verzameld licht dat door 

het monster gaat) 

Project accurate, real inverted, magnified image of specimen up into the body of 

the microscope. (projecteerd omgekeerd en vergroot het beeld) 

Nummerical aperture (NA) the differences in the amount of light the objective can 

gather. NA = n(sin u) = numerical aperture = refraction index (value ranges from 1 

for air to 1,51 for specialized immersion oils) * u = angle of light being gathered. 

With oil, the defraction index can be improved. 

- Eyepiece: magnify (vergroot) het beeld a second time 

Köhler illumination: user is not hindered by the light source. High contrast and resolution, 

reduce sample heating, eliminate reflection and glare (schittering) 

 

 
 

What is the difference between magnification and spatial resolution? 

Magnification = vergroten 

Spatial resolution = onderscheiden   200 nanometer 

More magnification does nog give more resolution 

Resolution; due to magnitude of the wavelength of light. 2 objecs can only be seen if 

light can pass between them. 

Human eye resolution = 100 micrometer 



Temporal resolution  

60 Hz  the eye 

What are the specific conditions of rusing the technique (vacuum, temperature, living 

cells, tissue)? 

No vacuum, no general temperature constraints, living cells can  control temperature. 

Thick volumes of tissue can reduce image quality 

 

B: 

Darkfield VS bright field microscopy  principles of dark field microscopy 

- a diafragma is placed in front of the object  not al the light can be measured by 

the lens. 

- Only light that‟s scattered by the object can reach the lens  so scattered light is 

observed against a dark background 

- High light entensity is nessecary 

- Contrasts are very good. 

What are the specific conditions for using the technique (is vacuum required, 

temperature constraints, can living cells be visualized, in tissue?)  

No vacuum, no general temperature constraints, living cells can  control temperature. 

Thick volumes of tissue can reduce image quality 

What is a LASER? How does it work? What can it be used for? 

Light amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation 

Light brings atoms in higher energy state  fell back by excitation  light exposure in 

exactly same wavelength, direction and phase.  Movie! 

In a laser, excited atoms are put between two mirrors  photons have same colour and 

direction  limited light goes through the mirros  high intensity. 

What is Optogenetics? 

Use laser to manipulate brain cells  

 
Phase Contrast& Interference contract  microscopy  

 

A:  

What is phase-contrast microscopy? How does it work?  

Zernike was inventor of pase contrast microscopy  nobel prise winner  

- Monochromatic light source (1 wavelenght) 

- Ring shaped diaphragm in focal of condenser 

- Ringshape plate is plased where image is created after die diaphragm 

- Lens 

- Function of phase plate: reduce light intensity 70-90%, advances its phase by 90 

degrees 

1) Refraction; two nearby objects had differend index of refraction  different 

phases  ray will be refracted. When this refraction is large enough  ray not 

pass the phse ring in phase plate. Intesity is nog reduces  causes halo around 

structures with higher refraction inex 



2) Diffraction; light interact with an atom  vibration  the denser the material, 

the higher the change to vibration. Vibrating atoms emit light  beam is emitted. 

Ray does not pass the ring  image appeart 180 degrees out of phase  contrast  

When is it used?  

Specific cellular structures in living cells.  

What are the specific conditions for this technique? (think of vacuum, temperature, living 

cells, tissue?)  

No vacuum, monochromatic light needed, no temperature constraints, living cells can be 

visualized  not that msut contrast + care temperature, Thick volums reduce quality. 

 

B:  

What is interference contrast microscopy? How does it work? 

Differential interference Contras microscopy (DIC) effective way to get pictures of 

unstained specimens, that give weak image in brightfield.  

1. Unpolarised light  polarizingfilter  45 degrees 

2. Wollaston prism  light separated in components, on wit 0 degrees and on 90 

degrees. One up and down, one left to right. 

3. The condenser direct beam on sample  sample is illuminated bij two parallel 

lights  two pictures 

4.  Crossing the sample  rays phase shits  objective lens + Walson prism  135 

degrees. This leeds to brightening or darkening  structures!  

Rotation of prisms, create rotation of shades 

When is it used?  

Often used for patch clamp electrophysiology  study to single or multiple ion channels 

in cells.  FRET sensor imaging in brains slices  release of neurotransmitters in the brain 

Involving life and unstained biological specimen.   

What is the temporal resolution? 

The shorter the light travels, the beter the resolution ?? (weird) 

What are the specific conditions for this technique? (think of vacuum, temperature, living 

cells, tissue?)  

No Vacuum required, monochromatic light 

needed, no general temperature constraints, 

living cells  temperature, thick volumes of 

tissue can reduce image quality. 

 

MRI and fMRI 

 

A: 

Explain how protons behave in a magnetic 

field.  

Without magnetic field  protons in all 

directions. With magnetic field  protons 

align(99,9%) or anti-align. It‟s never exact, they wiggle a bit.  



Subsequently the protons are exposed to electromagnetic radiation (a radio wave). What 

can happen to the proton? Under what conditions does this occur? What is the Larmor 

frequency?   

Protons will absorb energy when an electromagnetic radio wave is applied  wave with 

exactly same frequence = Larmor frequency  proton to higher energy state.  

What happens if the radio wave is turned off?  

The vector will return in its resting tates  signal to be emitted  protons release 

energy  measuring. Energy say something about het density of protons. Fat tissue is 

easy, water is more difecult.  

T1: depend on strength of applied magnetic field and specific tissue.  

T2 relaxation: during which protons diphase and this results in a decay of transverse 

magnetisation 

Both are time constants  

Now explain Magnetic Resonance Imaging. What is the purpose of the gradient of the 

magnetic field? 

This uses a RF puls  different wafes of different tissues  field is for localisation  

 

B: GOOD SUMMARY! 

What is fMRI? 

When two of these MRI scans are combined  rest + task = functional MRI. Neuroimaging.  

What is the BOLD technique?  

Blood-Oxygen-Level dependend signals. 

Oxygen consumption is measured. Oxygen transport to neurons  magnetic 

characterisatics of oxygenated hemoglobine. Oxygenated haemoglobin is diamagnetic  

electrons are paired + inverted spin  react NOT on magnetic field. Oxygen deficient 

haemoglobin  unpaired electrons do respond on magnetic field  

What is the spatial resolution of MRI and fMRI? 

1-2 or 2-3 mm  3-6 milimiters. Po 

What are the respective contrast resolutions? Can contrast enhancing substances be used? 

Contrast is for MRI and fMRI are high. Contrast enhancing substances can be used in MRI. 

What are the temporal resolutions?  

Temporal is lower than EEG, bloodrespons is slower. 2 seconds 

Are there any health risks? Can the technique be used in all subjects and conditions?  

High temperature can cause tissue damage. Versy safe technique in neuroimaging, even 

foutussen and babys can handle it. 

Protheses or other objects can not go in this machine. 

MRI 

- Measure density of hydrogen atoms in order to provide information about anatomy 

- Spatial resolution is 1-2 mm 

- Temporal resolution 20-50 ms 

- Contrast is high. Contrast substancies can be used 

fMRI 

- Measures oxygenation of haemoglobin for functional information 



- Spatial = 2-3 mm 

- Temporal 2-3 seconds 

- Contrast is high. No contrast substancies can be used.  

 

Luciferase + Brainbowmice 

 

A: 

Explain how Luciferase tagging/labeling works. Can luciferase and fluorescent protein 

tagging/labeling be used only qualitatively, or also quantitatively?  

Luciferase is an enzyme. It  catalyzes: 

Luciferin + ATP  luciferyl-AMP +PPi 

LucyverylAMP + O2  oxyluciferin + hv 

O2 and ATP are really important and gives luminescence. Different colours came from 

different types of luciferase   

In vivo 

- Gene reporter assay‟s  In which tissue is luciferase transferd and by which gene 

(qualitative) 

- Sequence behind promotor  enzyme transcription (quantitative) 

- Normalize results! ATP, oxygen  Westernblotting or RTPCR 

Ex vivo  

Enzyme + substrates = measuring light. Need to add coenzyme A 

Use 

- Determine ATP levels 

- DNA pyrosequencing: each basepare gives one PPi  light  

- Cancer in rats  threatments  

Cameras 

CCD, photomultieplier tube, luminometer 

What are the specific conditions for using the techniques (such as: is vacuum required, 

are there temperature constraints, can living cells be visualized, in tissue?)  

No vacuum, luciferase can handle 70 degrees - cell tissue nog. Living cells and 

organisms can be measured. 

 

B: 

What is a brainbow mouse? What is its use? 

Mapping the connectome: a map of neural connections in the brain. 

How is it created?  

XFP‟s (fluorescent proteins) 

Cre: recombinase enzyme  recombination between Loxp sites  making a loop  

Brainbow-1 

Differen lox xites (Loxp or Lox2272)  recombination only same lox sites 

Colour outcome is the same  always the first visible XFP is expressed 

Brainbow-2 

Alle the same LoxP sites. Color differ over time  gene can be turned around. 



All the neurons will colour if you add a promotor. A lot of colours! 

What are the specific conditions for using the techniques (such as: is vacuum required, 

are there temperature constraints, can living cells be visualized, in tissue?)  

No vacuum required, No temperature constraints, Living cells can be visualized. 

This leads to better understanding of diseases such as autism and schizophrenia and other 

cognitive learning functions. 

Immunostaining is not fixed yet, the fluorophores are so much alike in protein sequences 

that antibody design has nog yeat been possible. 

 

Atomic Force Microscopy 

 

A: What are the principles of atomic force microscopy?  

NOT Making an observation by reflection of light and location of energy burst. But using a 

needle  really precise. Needle is from silicon = sensitive material. 

Physical contact on the microscopic level. Deflection of the cantilever(wipje)  how 

much does the tip move  light is disturbed  3D map of sample surface 

Contact modes: touching the object  affect sample, not good for liquid 

Non-contact/tapping mode: the needle is kept 1 nanometer above the sample  not 

disturb the sample. 

 
What are VanderWaals forces?  

VDW: Forces between molecules 

Dipole-dipole  molecules with different charges are attracted  

VDW hols tip in place! The Cantilever is attracted to sample surface 

Describe the composition of an AFM-microscope.  

The tip is pyramidal and magnetic, most of the time silicon of SI3N4 

Cantilever: spring, diving board. Silicon 

Detector: types: tunneling tip, or photo detector 

Array of sensors  detect reflected light/laser beam  

Piezo electronic elements  3 D pictures. Sanning head is non-magnetic 

 

B:  

Explain image formation with AFM under several conditions and what can be measured 

with these techniques? 



1. constant force (contact mode)  

In contact mode, the tip moves over the sample  higher part reached  cantilever will 

bend. The force of the cantilever is lower than the force required to push the atoms 

together due to VDW forces. 

Measuring: Topology, shape, torsion powers, magnetic and electric properties. 

Disadvantages: tissue damage  suitable for stable surfaces like crystals. 

2. oscillation (tapping mode).  

Tip moves up and down  oscillation motion with very small amplitude  short contact. 

Advantage: constant force  less risk that the tip wil stuck in the surface. Less damage 

to the sample. Better for living tissue. 

 

Both gives tomography The latheral resolution is limited  cannot measure „‟corners‟‟  

called tip-sample convolution). Lateral resolution = 30 nanometers. Vertical 0,1 

nanometers 

What is the spatial resolution?  

What is the temporal resolution?  

100 nano secons – 1 ms (depends on frame frequency) 

What are the specific conditions for using the techniques (such as: is vacuum required, 

are there temperature constraints, can living cells be visualized, in tissue?)  

Total measure time  minutes to hours 

Objects have to by stuck on one place 

Temperature can play a role, because long measuring time.  

Liquid or ambient air environment, no temperature constraints, living tissue, no special 

treatment of the material required.  

Disadvantage: only surface, no structures within. 

Use to make virus visible.  

 

Ultrasound 

 

A: (GOOD SUMMARY!) 

Sound 

Sourche: Vibrating object  creates longitudinal wave  high and low pressure in the air 

 differences is detected 

Medium: Air, tissue, ground 

Detector: ear, microphone 

Pitch: Fequency 

Loudness: amplitude 

Ultrasound: over 20.000 hz 

How is ultrasonic sound generated? 

Piezo-electric effect = deforming of crystals  dipoles created by ions moving around  

change in voltage. 

Crystals attached to thin metal plate  vibrating metal plate generates sound 

The piezo-electric effect is applied in a transducer 



How can a beam of ultrasonic sound be created and directed? 

Modes of transducer: 

- Transmission mode: convert oscillation voltage into sound 

- Receiving mode: convert backscattered sound nito electric signals 

- Most models  ultrasound. 

In transducer  multiple waves  wave front in certain direction. Advantage: transducer 

doesn‟t have to be moved around  

How is the backscattered sound detected? 

Sound into tissue: 

- Sounds expands surface bigger  intensetie decrease 

- Attenuation (verzwakking)  tissue absorbs energie 

Sended puls need to me strong enough to detect the backscattered sound. 

Image 

- Reflection  acoustic impendance: property of each material 

- Refraction  bending by difference in acoustic impendance 

Increasnig wavelength, increases penetration. Increasing frequency increases resolution, 

decrease penetration 

 

Strengths: 

- Muscle and sof tissue visible 

- Live images possible 

- Structure of organs visible 

- No significant long term side effects 

- Equipment available and cheap 

- No ionizing radiation detected 

- Low power level  low heating 

Weaknesses 

- No bone penetration 

- Obese subjecs are difficult 

- Operatior need to be skiled 

- Nog exactly location, like MRI does 

 

B: 

How to generate a 2D image?  

The tranducer need to be swept, or use specific tranducer  2D image 

How can one reconstruct a 3D image from 2D images?  

A serie of 2 D images makes 3D. different transducers are used.  

What is the spatial resolution?  

High freqence, short wavelength, small beam width. 

What is the contrast resolution?  

Quite ok 

Can contrast enhancing substances be used? 



Yes, can. They rely on gel filedmicrobubles  differences between fluids and tissue 

What is the temporal resolution?  

improved by 

- Reduce depth of penetration  faster bck tot the transducer 

- Reduce number of focalpoints 

- Reduce scan lines per frame  

Are there any health risks?  

No. Can cause gas bubbles 

Long term unknown  4D is nog nessecary 

Can the technique be used in all subjects and conditions? 

Nog in bones or brains. Also lungs is nog visible due to the air.   

Provide examples. 

 

EEG – Eklectroencephalography 

 

A: 

EEG is discovered in 1875. In 1924 the first brain activity 

Explain the origins of EEG signals 

10-20 system electordes on the scalp  silver/gold/tin  slow and fast waves from brain 

measured. 

How can EEG signals be used to generate 3D images of the underlying current sources.  

The 3D position of each channel and the shape of the head must be known  brain 

activity in 3D is possible 

What is the spatial resolution?  

Very poor, you can just read signals from below the scalp. Signals go to several layers. 

What is the contrast resolution? Can contrast enhancing substances be used?  

There is no contrast resolution  increase signal with more electrodes. No substances 

can be used 

What is the temporal resolution?  

Miliseconds, realy good 

Are there any health risks?  

Completely safe and pain less. The tasks can be riskfull. 

Can the technique be used in all subjects and conditions?  

EEG is special for brain, other equipment is possible for other organs. Determine 

abnormal optical nerve conduction velocity, epilepsy, brain deadth and sleeping 

disorders. Early also tumor or stroke  MRI is better 

 

B: 

What is MEG?  

MEG = Magnetoencephalograpy. 1st MEG 40 years ago and it measures bran activity by the 

magnetic field created by the charged ions in the neurons.  

What is the spatial resolution?  

2 milimeters, Better than EEG. The magnetic field travels better through tissues and stuff 



What is the contrast resolution?  

Less disturbance of signal  better than EEG 

Can contrast enhancing substances be used?  

What is the temporal resolution?  

Miliseconds, comparable to EEG 

What is SQUID 

Superconducting Quantum Interference Device. Liquid helium  -269 degrees to make 

the 306 sensors work  expensive because it evaporates 

Specials; 

Need to sit still, no magnetic properties can be in there, expencive, no healt riskst 

Are there any health risks? Can the technique be used in all subjects and conditions?  

No healt risks but with proteses or other magnetic stuff it goes wrong. It can be used for 

epilepsie 

 

Rontgen – Xray 

 

A: GOOD SUMMARY! 

History X-ray 

Wilhelm Conrad Rontgen. Won nobel price, died 1923. Waves can penetrate soft tissue, 

but not bones and metal. 

Medical use: bone portraits, inspection of cargo, luggage, diagnostic, threatment of pain, 

skin problems 

What are X-rays? 

Electromagnetic radiation. Electromagnetic spectrum. Lower the wavelength, higher the 

energy. Waves like; radiowaves, microwaves, infrared, visible light, UV, X-rays, Gamma-

rays. So X-rays have higer energy than UV and lower van Gamma-rays 

How are they generated, what equipment is needed? 

Electrons accelerated under high voltage = kinetic energy  hits an electron in around 

nucleus  another electron fill position  XRay converted into electromagnetic radiation 

 gives 1 % x-ray and 99% heat. 

The more the electrons hit nearby the nucleus, the more energy. 

Equipment 

Vacuum! Free electrons in evacuated environment. Heated cathode. High voltage. Target 

= anode  high atomic numer (Z=74 = tungsten) anode angled. Lead-shield & collimator 

shutter. 

The X-Ray tube 



 
X-Ray film: Silver halide. Brome ionsed liberated and captured by silver ions. More 

sensitive gives black, metallic, silver.  

X-Ray spectrum  

When electrons hit the nucleus, most energy is generated 

 

B: 

History  

1895 discovered, in 2002 8- and 16- slice scanners, nowadays; multislice CT-

scan(Computed tomography) 

Descrive recent progress of XCT 

How is the spatial resolution? 

The spatial resolution is limited in CT scans because of the detector size. The more the 

measurements are togethers, the higher the spatial resolution. Spatial resolution = 0,5 

mm 

What is the contrast resolution? 

Is due to the different X-ray absorptions of different tissues, measures in Hounsfield 

Units. 

Can contrast enhancing substances be used? 

Bones are easily seen, soft tissues not  use enhancement agents  Iodine for 

intravenous, barium for oral or rectal. 

What is the temporal resolution? 

This is crucial for CT cardic imaging and the temporal resolution is around 0,17 seconds. 

Heartbeat = 65 bpm. 

Are there any health risks? 

It causes ionization and skin burns. Higer risk in fast dividing cells  pregnant, blood, 

genetalia. Dose limitation limits spatial and contrast resolution. 

Can the technique be used in all subjects and conditions? 

Problemes with fast dividing cells or immune system can cause problems. So not in 

compromised immune system, not in pregnant, nog in prostate cancer  

 

In situ hybridisatie  

 

A: 

What is in situ hybridisation? And what is its use? 

Goal is to visualise and quantify specific RNA molecules inside the cell. 



In situ means = in its natural or original place. 

1. FISH: fluorescent in situ hybridisation  

Determine which cells express a certain gene 

2. RISH: Radioactive in situ hybridisation 

Determine how much RNA is produced in a certain brain area/tissue (level of 

expression) 

Most of the time does RNA say something about the amount of protein, is not always the 

case. 

Probe with anti-sense RNA is labled to RNA by hybridisation. How longer the probe, its 

more specific, harder to get into the cell.  

Label can be; radioactive, fluorescent, enzyme binding complexes 

What are specific conditions for using the techniques? (vacuum, temperature, living cells, 

tissue?) 

Advantages; no vacuum, not expensive 

Disadvantages; temperature constraints, pH constraints, fixed cells/tissue, answer 1 

question at a time, time consuming 

Examples 

Where in a chromosome is a certain gene expressed? 

Developmental stages can be examined 

 

B: 

What is immunocytochemistry? (ICC) and its use? 

Visualizing proteins and peptides in the cell, using biomolecules which binds to the 

protein of intrest. Biomolecules are antibodys linked to an enzyme, fluorophore, 

radioactive molecule. Signal is detected by a microscope.  

Samples; cultured cells or biosample containing cells. The extracellular matrix is 

removed, so no living cells can be visualized.  

In comparising with immunohistochemistry, there is the matrix not removed. 

Four steps: 

1. Cells on solid support (glass, well plate)  

2. Immunostained; a) cells are fixed, permeabilized(remove lipids) otherwise 

antibody binds to cellmembrane b) stained with antibodies, washed overload 

antybodies 

3. Visualization with microscopy 

4. Analysing and structures interpreted.  

Antybodies (1st or 2nd ):  

Polyclonal(1st or 2nd)  tipical by inoculation of a mammal. An antigen is injected  B-

lymphocytes produce immunoglobulins  purified = less specific, cross-reactive, less 

reproducible, strong signal 

Monoclonal(only 1st)  an antigen is injected  spleen B- lymphocytes fused with 

myeloma cells  different cultures produce antibodies = very specific, low cross-

reactivity, high reproducibility, low signal 

 



Enzymes; Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)  convert DAB into brown precipitate  light 

microscope 

Fluorophores: excitation to higher energy state  relaxation to ground + fluorescence  

fluorescence microscope  using different colours. Bleaching; overtime losing brightness 

DAPI; fluorescence by is own, binding to DNA 

What is radioactive labelling? And its use? 

Instead of a fluophore, using a radiactive compound.  

Advantages/disadvantages 

 
 

Electron Microscopy 

 

A: 

Explain what electron microscopy is.  

Instead of light(photons), electrons are used. 

- Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

- Transmission Electron Mictroscopy (TEM) 

Because electrons are used  no colour images  higher resolutions 

What is the wavelength of an electron?  

Broglie equation  wavelength of an electron 

Electron microscopes doe not reach near the speed of light 

The greater the acceleration, the shorter the wavelength. Acceleration is caused by 

voltage 

What is the spatial resolution of an electron microscope?  

Arount 0,1 milimeter. Light microscope is around 250 nm  so it‟s better.  

TEM: 50 PM 

SEM 1nm-20 nm  record 0,4 nm 

Both depend on the soruch of electron: tungsten, LaB6, Field Emission Gun  

What are primary electrons, secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, Auger-

electrons?  

Primary: fired up on the object to expose 

Secondary: kicked out the object bij the primary electrons 



Backscattered electrons: interacti with the oject  direction of motion is the incident 

beam 

Auger electrons: Fall from higher energy level into lower  energy  

What is the difference between elastic and non-elastic scattering?  

Elastic: don‟t lose energy  it‟s bend to the core of the atom 

Non elastic: you lose energy because of the collisions 

  
 

B: GOOD SUMMARY! 

What are the essential differences between Scanning Electron Microscopy and 

Transmission Electron Microscopy?  

SEM: secondary and Backscattered electrons. Not an optical machine. Object size limted 

by the vacuum space. Almost atomic resolution. Surface of an opbect. Magnification by 

decreasing the size of the scanning area. 

TEM: Elastic scattered electornd and transmidded electros and inelastic scattered 

electrons. Optical machine(can see it with your eye). Only very thin slices. Atomic 

resolution 

Scanning Electron Microscopy Transmission Electron Microscopy  

Beam of electron to scan the sample Beam of electron is focused and goes 
through the sample  

Detects SE and BE Detects ESE and TE  

Not an optical machine Optical machine  

Object size: only limited by vacuum Object size: very thin slices of sample (70-
300 nm thick) 

Almost atomic resolution  Atomic resolution  

Temporal resolution: variable Temporal resolution: femtoseconds  

Dehydrated sample is needed  
What causes the appearance of contrasts?  



Electrons are reflected  metals reflect better  increasing the image  

TEM:  

- Scatter contrast: electrons are removed from the image by an aperture 

(diaphragm). Staining can be used to improve the contrast. 

- Phase congrast: interference of  scattered and unscattered beam. Magnify the 

amount of waves  increasing contrast 

What is Cryo Electron Microscopy? How is it done, for what purpose?   

It‟s a form of TEM: 

Advantages: 

- Sample is flash frozen by liquid nitrogen  prevent ice crystels  amorphous or 

vitreous ice. 

- proteins move freely  biologiscal prosecces in native environment.  

- Ice gives barrier against radiation of electrons 

- Don‟t need to stain your sample, without vacuum. 

What is the temporal resolution of EM?  

SEM is variable resolution  move beam lower when you want more information 

TEM and Cryo-EM: down to femtoseconds (10^-6) 

What are the specific conditions for using the techniques (such as: is vacuum required, 

are there temperature constraints, can living cells be visualized, in tissue?).  

Vacuum and dehydrate sample needed. Heatproblems due to focussed beam. Cryo stage 

 -180 degrees. 

Provide some examples of Cryo EM images. 

 

Confocal Microscopy 

 

A:  

How is a confocal microscope composed? 

Confocal means: in focus. Laser pass excitation filter  one wavelength. Dichromatic 

mirror  long, low energy wavelength passes the mirror . So beam goes to sample  

excitate fluorphores  excitat photons in lower energy  emmision filter  to eye 



 
What is the purpose of the LASERs?  

Exitation source  stronger sourch  high photon density. Multi-wavelength covers full 

spectrum of visible light.  

What are the diaphragms (“pinholes”) for?  

Diaphragms focus the lite and create a point illumination 

What is a dichroic mirror and what is its function?  

Mirror that reflects light shorter tan a certain wavelength, passes light longer than that 

wavelength. 

What about the excitation filter and the fluorescence barrier filter?  

Excitation: filters beam in 1 wavelength 

Emission: emmissed wavelength are filtered 

Explain the principles of fluorescence. What is Photo-bleaching? 

Molecules high energy light  increase energy of molecules  energy lowers, photon is 

lost  photon with less energy. 

Photo-bleaching: a loss of fluorescence signal. Excitation-light dose casues photo-

bleaching. 

 

B:  

Describe object scanning Which parts of the microscope are moved? How? The movement 

has consequences for some parts of the beam but not all. Which parts? 

The Galvonometer mirrors. To focus the light on one specific place  mirrors move  

scan the sample. This consequence only incoming light. Also a spinning disc is used.  

What is descanning? 

When light from the sample travels the same way as it arrived.  

What is the purpose of the photomultiplier? 

Measure amount of photons  image 

Why would one sometimes use more than one laser? 

-  Easier to scan for different fluorescent materiasl 



- Scanning process is faster 

Are there specific conditions for using the technique? 

Not comparing with light microscopy. Laser is intens and can harm tissue 

Confocal microscopy is ideal for: living cells. Understanding relationships between cells 

an components.  

Disadvantages: 

- Low resolution comparable to electron microscopy.  

- See only fluorescence 

- Illumianate spot of interest in specif position  spatial resolution = 200 nm 

- Fluorescence can cause artifacts in the image (also light microscopy) 

Spinning disc: 

Gaatjes in een schijf  biger surface at one time. 


